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PLAYBOY PLAYMATE RAQUEL POMPLUN GETS SEXY AND SWEATY FOR
TROOPERS
#Pomplunation Salute
Dallas Beast Spartan Race, October 28, 2017– Run with Raquel Pomplun at Fallen Hero’s Memorial Run.
So, if you are up for the challenge and also want to support the men and women to who we owe our
freedom, come get muddy and sweaty with Raquel Pomplun this October!
“#POMPLUNTATION Dance track (by Raquel Pomplun) will be on sale soon! All
proceeds will go directly to Operation Valor to support our veterans!”
Raquel Pomplun was born in San Diego, CA. She is an actress, model, dancer, and also a broadcaster. As
a model, she is signed with Wilhelmina LA Models and has appeared on numerous magazine covers and
print advertising for companies such as Mercedes-Benz.
Pomplun appeared in the Paramount Pictures' motion picture, 'The Gambler'
starring Mark Wahlberg, as well as 'Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D,' 'Lucifer,' 'Friends with Better Lives' and many
others.
The actress stars in a new online comedy sketch series 'Chocolate Milk Series' alongside actress/model
Malorie Mackey. Pomplun also stars as the lead in the premium short form series 'Infini' (working title)
for HollyShorts Studios.

She is a dreamer with her feet on the ground that is setting sail to a dynamic and full of surprises career
in the acting and modeling industries. Raquel teamed up with Jay R. Charles to produce a new dance
song #Pomplunation in aid of supporting American Troops.

#POMPLUNATION GLOBAL SONG RELEASE 18TH OCTOBER 2017
#Pomplunation is not only a brand, but a movement. It represents staying true to yourself and being
original. It's about being a rhinoceros and going against all odds and not just another cow following the
herd. It's about following your heart and gut and not listening to all the negative the world has to give
you. It's about making positive the only source of energy in your mind and always looking at the glass
half full. #Pomplunation is about being real with yourself and with everyone else in a grateful, fun and
peaceful way.
It takes a #Pomplunation to raise awareness to the needs our veterans have! Join the nation!

EasyGetMe Records Limited provides a new outlet for supporting worthy causes that promote change.
The process through collaborating with other artists, actors, models, celebrity’s in creating products
where by 100% of the proceeds go to supporting those causes.

###
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Pomplunation and Raquel Pomplun image media download below

DOWNLOAD POMPLUNATION ARTWORK HERE
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DOWNLOAD RAQUEL POMPLUN FOR EDITORIAL USE ONLY (RELATED TO PRESS RELEASE)
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